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You are invited to attend the meeting of the Society with Central Division of the American Philosophical Assoc, at the Chicago Westin, Michigan Avenue, Friday, April 26, 7-10 p.m.

Chair: Tony Preus
Herb Granger, *Wayne State University*, “Heraclitus’ Book”
Eric Brown, *Washington University*, “Advising the Cosmopolis”
George Harvey, *University of Kentucky*, “Dialectic and Ontology in the *Statesman* and *Philebus*”

The papers are included, if you have paid your dues for 2001/2. If they are not included, read on:

**SAGP DUES**

Dues are $10 per year US; $15 Canadian (but we would prefer $10 US from our Canadian members!). Members outside North America should contribute $15 US to (more or less) cover the cost of mailings. Make out your check to SAGP. We honor multi-year dues payments. If you are paid up on your dues, the number 02 or a bit higher appears on the label. The letter in the selection code indicates your voting constituency. It is now possible to pay dues by Visa or Mastercard. This is intended as a convenience for persons outside the US who do not have US checking accounts. If you need to pay by credit card, please contact apreus@binghamton.edu for a payment form (can be sent as an email attachment or faxed). Those who pay by check do not need a payment form—just mail the check and your preferred mailing address to SAGP, Philosophy, Binghamton University, Binghamton NY 13902-6000.

**SAGP Speaker Policy**

The Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy sponsors sessions with the annual meetings of the Eastern, Central, and Pacific Divisions of the American Philosophical Association. In addition, SAGP has since 1980 participated in a joint meeting with the Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy and Science and several other groups, and since 1996 with the International Association for Greek Philosophy; occasionally the SAGP meets with various other groups. For many years we met with the American Philological Association, and we are attempting to reinstate that relationship. In order to do that, it will be important that people who are members of the Society and of the American Philological Association respond to invitations to submit papers for that meeting.

**Procedure**

Those wishing to present a paper at any meeting of the SAGP are requested to contact A. Preus, Secretary SAGP, Philosophy, Binghamton University, 13902-6000; fax 607-777-2734; apreus@binghamton.edu. Submitters should include their name and address directly below the title of the paper on a separate title page, and nowhere else; that allows for anonymous review by the Program Committee. Submitters should also include a cover letter indicating the meeting(s) of the Society at which they would like (be willing) to present the paper. Deadlines for receipt are as follows:

- February 1 for Eastern Division meeting following December (seven copies), or (potentially) the meeting of the American Philological Association somewhere around January 1.
- June 1 for the October SAGP/SSIPS program (one copy is sufficient).
- September 1 for Pacific and Central subsequent Spring (seven copies).
These deadlines reflect the necessity for a month turnaround to the Program Committee and a 
month to put the program together. Submitters should expect a response about six weeks after 
each of the deadline dates. The members of the Program Committee are: the President (Fred 
Miller) and Secretary (A. Preus), ex officio; John Anton, Elizabeth Asmis, Patricia Curd, Julius 
Moravcsik, and Thomas M. Robinson.

EMAIL ADDRESSES

We have compiled an “mailing list” of email addresses of members and friends of the Society. 
The major use of this list is to distribute rapidly calls for papers and announcements of 
conferences. We have sent out a couple such announcements in recent months. If you have not 
gotten those, you’re not on the list. If you would like to be included on this list, please send a 
message to apreus@binghamton.edu.

THE JOURNAL OF NEOPLATONIC STUDIES

The Journal of Neoplatonic Studies Volumes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII have been published 
and are available. VIII.1 is in preparation (I have read proof on it, so it should be coming out 
shortly). Individual subscriptions are a very reasonable $15 per year (two issues); subscribers 
outside North America need to include an additional $15 to pay for airmail postage. You can now 
conjoin your subscription with your membership in ISNS; that membership is an additional $5 
per year. So if you write your check for $20 ($35 outside North America), you pay one year 
membership in ISNS, and subscribe for one year to JNS (multi-year subscriptions and/or 
memberships are welcome, but be specific what you want). Write your check to “JNS” and send it 
to A. Preus, Philosophy, Binghamton University, 13902-6000. Please specify the volume(s) for 
which you are subscribing.

Submissions of papers: two copies (and a diskette please!) to John Finamore, Classics, 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242; john-finamore@uiowa.edu. Advertisements etc.: P. 
Morewedge, IGCS, Binghamton Univ, 13902; pmorewed@binghamton.edu.

Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy 2001/2

Remaining presentation:
May 9, David Sedley, “A Socratic Interpretation of the Theaetetus,” at Dartmouth 
For further information, contact mpaikaluk@clarku.edu.

The Ancient Philosophy Society

Second Annual Independent Meeting: April 19-21, 2002, U. of Colorado at Denver. Call for 
Denver, 80217-3364; rmetcalf@carbon.cudenver.edu.

Philosophy and Science in the Ancient World
In Honor of Ian Mueller

Chicago area April 19-20, 2002. Events at Northwestern, UIC, and U of C. Speakers include 
Richard Sorabji, Michael Wedin, Robin Smith, Stephen Menn, Myles Burnyeat, and Mario 
Mignucci. Further info from Rachel Barney at r-barney@uchicago.edu or Mitzi Lee at 


Project Theophrastus is pleased to announce a conference on the philosopher Heraclides of 
Pontus. The conference will take place at the University of Leeds on June 25-28, 2003. Eckart 
Schüttrumpf is preparing an edition and translation of the sources for the life and thought of 
Heraclides. The edition-translation will be made available to participants in the conference. 
Interested persons should contact Dr. E.E. Pender, School of Classics, University of Leeds, Leeds

ISNS: Platonism, Neoplatonism, and Literature

Orono, Maine, June 27-July 1, 2002. Contact Jay_Bregman@umit.maine.edu, History, UM, 
Orono ME 04469-5774.

Plato’s Ancient Readers
University of Newcastle, NSW, Australia; July 15-18, 2002. The conference will concentrate on Neoplatonic texts, with an emphasis on commentaries (mainly, but not exclusively, on Plato). Some slots will be filled by invitation, but offers of contributions will nevertheless be welcome. Anybody wanting further information, or seeking to offer a paper, is invited to contact Harold Tarrant, by e-mail at clhast@cc.newcastle.edu.au, by fax to (+61)2-4921-6947, or by mail to the Department of Classics, University of Newcastle, NSW 2308, Australia.

Medicine & Philosophy in Ancient Greece and Today
August 4-10, 2002, in Olympia, Greece. Check with Christos Evangeliou, Towson University, cevangeliou@towson.edu, or L. C. Bargeliotes, lbargel@atlas.uoa.gr.

Hippocrates in Context: 11th International Hippocrates Colloquium
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, 28-30 August 2002. Further details will be published nearer the time on the Newcastle University website (http://www.ncl.ac.uk/classics/) and in the electronic Ancient Medicine Newsletter (http://www.bium.univ-paris5.fr/amn). For further information please contact: Philip J. van der Eijk, Professor of Greek, University of Newcastle, Department of Classics, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU, Tel. (+44.191.2228262, Fax: (+44.191.2225432, email: philip.van-der-eijk@ncl.ac.uk.

SAGP/SSIPS 2002

Neoplatonism or the Philosophy of Transition from Paganism to Christianity
Panel sponsored by ISNS at the APA, New Orleans, Jan. 2003
Check with Svetla Slaveva-Griffin at sslaveva@mailer.fsu.edu, Classics, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 32306-1510.

Tony Preus, 3/28 /2002